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Electronic and optical properties of strained quantum dots modeled by 8-band k–p theory

O. Stier, M. Grundmann, and D. Bimberg
Institut für Festkörperphysik, Technische Universita¨t Berlin, PN 5-2, Hardenbergstraße 36, D-10623 Berlin, Germany

~Received 10 September 1998!

We present a systematic investigation of the elastic, electronic, and linear optical properties of quantum dot
double heterostructures in the frame of eight-bandk•p theory. Numerical results for the model system of
capped pyramid shaped InAs quantum dots in GaAs~001! with $101% facets are presented. Electron and hole
levels, dipole transition energies, oscillator strengths, and polarizations for both electron-hole and electron-
electron transitions, as well as the exciton ground-state binding energy and the electron ground-state Coulomb
charging energy are calculated. The dependence of all these properties on the dot size is investigated for base
widths between 10 and 20 nm. Results for two different approaches to model strain, continuum elasticity
theory, and the Keatings valence force field model in the linearized version of Kane, are compared to each
other.@S0163-1829~99!04608-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A few years ago the first experimental evidence us
temperature dependent cathodoluminescence experim
was obtained for the existence of zero-dimensional~0D!
electronic states in self-organized InAs/GaAs quantum d
~QDs! which had been fabricated by Stranski-Krastan
growth during molecular beam epitaxy.1 Since then this type
of QDs has emerged as one of the most extensively stu
systems.2 Today, a large number of experimental results h
been reported, addressing the epitaxy, as well as struct
optical and transport properties. QD lasers have been
ported which operate at room temperature both c.w.
pulsed up to'10 GHz.3,4

The size and shape of Stranski-Krastanow grown In
QDs on GaAs~001! reported by different authors vary, de
pendent on the epitaxial method and particularly on
growth conditions used: Pronounced pyramidal shape o
less pointed dome shape, side facets oriented along$101%,5

$105%,6 $113%,7 $114%,8,9 $136%,10 and different sizes of QDs
have been reported.

Similarly, low temperature spectra of a few or single Q
exhibit a rich excitonic fine structure, but differ according
the growth conditions.11–14 For larger ensembles of QDs in
homogeneous line broadening of presently>30 meV ~Ref.
1! due to fluctuations of size, shape, and chemical comp
tion disguises some of this fine structure. Nevertheless, t
sitions due to higher energy electronic states are clearly
ible in calorimetric absorption, and photoluminescen
excitation spectra.1 Unambiguous assignment of these fund
mental transitions is still pending. In order to obtain mea
ingful interpretations, advanced numerical bandstructure
culations must be correlated with precise information ab
the structural properties of the QDs.

Large effort has been expended at the theoretical mo
ing of QD systems. From the beginning it was clear that
lattice-mismatch-induced strain in the QD has a domin
influence on the energy level structure.15,16 Early works
treated the strain within the continuum mechanical the
~CM! either analytically15 or numerically by the finite differ-
ences method.16 The QD shape was assumed in Ref. 16 to
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~8!/5688~14!/$15.00
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a pyramid with$101% side facets, in agreement with resul
in Ref. 5. The band structure was calculated in the frame
an effective mass approximation with parabolic bands.
some time, the finding that there is at most one bound e
tron state in this QD type for pyramid base lengthsb<18 nm
was not contraverted and led to the interpretation of multi
spectral lines as a fingerprint of the valence band~VB! spec-
trum.

More recently, the conduction band~CB! reentered the
focus of interest, stimulated by capacitance17

photoluminescence,18 and excitation spectroscopy19 results
pointing to the existence of several excited electron level
InAs/GaAs dots forb<20 nm. Consequently, theorists revi
ited the problem of electron states in such QDs, now us
different effective masses,20 perturbational effective mas
approaches,21 eight-band k•p theory,22–25 and empirical
pseudopotential theory.26 All approaches now yield generat
several electron states forb>10 nm, however, varying pre
dictions for both the number and actual energies of the lev
were obtained in successive works of the same authors an
comparison of works of different authors. E.g., in Ref. 24
most four electron levels were reported forb<18 nm while
we reported six forb517 nm.25 Some of the persisting dis
crepancies might be explained by the fact that so
authors21–23 do not take into account piezoelectric effec
despite of their important influence on the optical propert
which was demonstrated already in earlier work,16 and which
is emphasized here.

In this paper we present a systematic investigation of
size dependence of the electronic and linear optical pro
ties of capped single InAs pyramid QDs with$101% facets on
GaAs ~001! as a model system. We consider the size ran
10 nm<b<20 nm and calculate the single electron and h
states on the basis of eight-bandk•p theory. The influence of
the input material parameters on the resulting energie
discussed.

Since the impact of strain on the carrier confinement
comparable to that of the band offset due to the variation
the chemical composition at the heterojunctions, the w
functions and energies are very sensitive to the underly
strain distribution. We analyze for the first time the influen
5688 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRB 59 5689ELECTRONIC AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF . . .
of different strain models on the energy levels: The C
model using the known compliancesC11,C12,C44 is com-
pared to the linearized valence force field~VFF! model and
to a CM calculation employing the ‘‘incorrect’’ value ofC44
implicitly assumed in the VFF model. The piezoelectric e
fect is treated including the image charge effects at the
erojunctions.

The ground-state exciton binding energy and the elec
Coulomb charging energy are calculated within the Hart
approximation, accounting for image charge effects. Fina
we calculate the polarization dependent oscillator strengt
optical transitions between electrons and holes, and betw
electrons, again for the two strain models, and accounting
the spatial,k, and strain dependence of the momentu
operator.27 In particular we find transitions between ele
tronic levels whose oscillator strengths reach up to 20%
the electron-hole ones. All transitions exhibit pronounc
polarization anisotropy. We present linear absorption spe
for both types of transitions.

II. CALCULATION OF STRAIN

A. Continuum mechanical model„CM …

The total strain energy in the continuum mechani
model is given by28

UCM5
1

2 (
i , j ,k,l

Ci jkl e i j ekl . ~1!

For a given structure it is minimized, using finite differenc
for the strainse i j 5]ui /]xj , where u is the displacemen
vector field. The compliancesCi jkl are represented by th
parametersC11,C12, andC44 for cubic crystals. The strain
distribution in capped InAs pyramids on a thin InAs wettin
layer in GaAs has been calculated in a finite differen
scheme by us previously.16 A conjugate gradient method i
employed at 23106 voxels for the numerical calculation. A
interfaces, the condition of a continuous stress tensor yi
the proper boundary conditions. In order to avoid oscillato
solutions arising when symmetric difference quotients
used, the energies from the eight possible combination
forward and backward differences in the three directions
averaged as in Ref. 16.

B. Valence force field model„VFF…

Sufficiently small QDs can also be directly modeled w
the VFF model.29–32The elastic energy of each atom is wr
ten in terms of the positions of its nearest neighbor ato
and then added up for all atoms. In the version of Keating30

the elastic energyUVFF of the crystal is written as a sum ove
all atomsi and given as

UVFF5Ua1Ub , ~2!

Ua5
1

4(i
Fa i j

4 (
j

~r i j •r i j 23di j
2 !2

di j
2 G , ~3!

Ub5
1

4(i
F(

j
(
kÞ j

b i jk~r i j •r ik13di j dik!2

2di j dik
G , ~4!
-
t-

n
e
,
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f
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where the sums overj andk run over the four tetrahedrally
coordinated nearest neighbor atoms,r i j denotes the vecto
from the i th atom towards itsj th neighbor, and 4di j is the
lattice constant of the binary~or elementary! i 2 j constitu-
ent. Ua in Eq. ~2! is nonzero when the bondlength is
changed from the strain-free state and is thus called
‘‘bond-stretching’’ interaction.Ub in Eq. ~2! is nonzero
when theangle between bonds is altered and is thus cal
‘‘bond-bending’’ interaction.

By comparison with the cubic strain tensor it follows th
a andb can be expressed in terms ofC11 andC12:30

a5~C1113C12!d, ~5!

b5~C112C12!d. ~6!

In a ternary compound or across a heterointerface theb pa-
rameter is geometrically averaged if the atomsj andk are not
identical:b i jk5Ab i j b ik.33 Since this VFF model works with
two parameters only,C44 is no independent elastic modulu
anymore but fixed to the value

C445
ab

~a1b!d
, ~7!

i.e.,

k5
2C44~C111C12!

~C112C12!~C1113C12!
[1. ~8!

This relation is fulfilled for silicon. For a number of othe
important semiconductors there are deviations up to 2
~InAs!, see Table I.

The potential of Eq.~2! is not harmonic, and othe
authors34 used this unharmonic Keating model for calcul
tions of the strain distribution in InAs/GaAs QDs. Howeve
as remarked by Kane,32 anharmonic effects due to the high
order terms have not been shown to be satisfactorily trea
by the Keating model. In particular, the third-order elas
moduli Ci jk ~Ref. 35! do not enter the theory. Therefore w
will use in the following a linearized version ofUa andUb
in Eq. ~2! as proposed in Ref. 32.

We note that in addition second-nearest-neighbor bo
stretching, contiguous bond bending and the so-ca
MSBN interaction36 can be included. The eight paramete
of Solbrigs model36 have to be determined from fits to ex
perimental phonon dispersion curves. It has been applie
InAs/GaAs pyramids20 but we do not pursue this approac
here in order to avoid its excessive numerical expense.
stead, two easily tractable models, CM and the lineari
Keating model, are compared. The strain distribution in
InAs/GaAs QD withb513.6 nm as obtained from the CM
model is shown in Fig. 1.

The differences between the strain distributions in a py
mid calculated within the CM and the~linearized! VFF mod-

TABLE I. Ratio k according to Eq.~8! for different semicon-
ductors.

Si Ge GaAs InAs InP

k 0.99 1.07 1.13 1.22 1.20
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5690 PRB 59O. STIER, M. GRUNDMANN, AND D. BIMBERG
els are shown in Fig. 2. Two different continuum mechani
models are compared: first the CM with the correct value
C44, and second the CM@C44

VFF# whereC44 takes the incor-
rect value implied by the two-parameter Keating model
cording to Eq.~7!. The main differences between the VF
and CM models are the following:

~1! At the tip of the pyramid the diagonal strain comp
nentse i i analytically diverge in continuum theory while th
VFF model yields a finite value. A numerical solution of th
CM model using finite differences with a voxel size of o
atom yields a similar value, however.

~2! At interfaces the VFF and CM models differ on th
atoms directly adjacent to the interface.

~3! In the volume, differences between VFF and CM a
mainly due to the incorrect value ofC44 in VFF. They almost
disappear if VFF is compared to CM@C44

VFF#, which uses the
incorrectC44 value according to Eq.~7!.

FIG. 1. Strain distribution in and around an InAs pyramidb
513.6 nm! bounded by$101% facets on a one monolayer~ML !
thick InAs wetting layer~WL! within a GaAs matrix, according to
the continuum mechanical~CM! model, and along@001# line scans:
~a! through the WL far away from the dot,~b! and ~c! through the
pyramid tip. ~a! and ~b! show the diagonal elements of the stra
tensor and~c! depicts the hydrostatic~H! and biaxial ~B! strain
components: H5exx1eyy1ezz, B25(exx2eyy)

21(eyy2ezz)
2

1(ezz2exx)
2.
l
f

-

~4! The symmetry of the CM strain tensor in the~001!
plane isC4v . The tetrahedral configuration of atoms in th
VFF model leads to aC2v symmetry, i.e., strain componen
are different along the@110# and @11̄0# directions, as al-
ready noted in Ref. 34. This is visualized in Fig. 3, where
difference of the strain componentezz along the@110# and

@11̄0# directions is plotted. In the CM model~for any value
for C44) this difference isa priori zero.

The influence of these differences on the energy lev
and wave functions of charge carriers in the QD will
discussed below.

III. PIEZOELECTRICITY

Regardless of the chosen strain model, the symmetry
the carrier confinement is onlyC2v due to piezoelectric
charging of the QD. From the strain tensor (e i j ) and the
piezoelectric moduluse14 the piezoelectric charge density

rp~r !5div@e14~r !•$eyz1ezy ,exz1ezx ,exy1eyx%~r !#
~9!

FIG. 3. Difference ofezz along the@110# and@11̄0# directions
along a@110# line scan through the center of an InAs pyramidb
513.6 nm! on a 1-ML-thick WL, calculated within the VFF mode
-

e

ce
FIG. 2. Strain distributions in an InAs pyra
mid (b513.6 nm! on a 1-ML-thick WL. The dif-
ferences between the~linearized! valence force
field ~VFF! model, CM, and CM with the value
for C44 according to Eq. ~7! used in VFF
(CM@C44

VFF#) are compared.~a! exx , ~b! ezz, ~c!
hydrostatic strain along@001# through the center
of the pyramid,~d! shear componentexz along
@111#, originating at the bottom center of th
pyramid. Solid~dashed! lines represent the differ-
ence between the VFF and CM (CM@C44

VFF#)
models. Dash-dotted lines show the differen
between the CM and CM@C44

VFF# models.
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PRB 59 5691ELECTRONIC AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF . . .
is calculated. Equation~9! introducesC2v symmetry to the
Hamiltonian Eq.~12! even when (e i j ) possessesC4v sym-
metry: The polarization charges mainly form dipoles alo
the edges of the pyramid, see Ref. 16, and the polaritie
the dipoles alter between inside and outside the QD as
as between neighboring edges. At edges along@11̄1# and

@11̄1̄#, the negative charges are located inside the QD. T
implies that the@11̄0# direction will be the favorable direc
tion for the extension of hole wave functions, while electro
will prefer to expand along@110#.

The associated Coulomb potentialVp(r ) is obtained from
the Poisson equation Eq.~10!,

rp~r !5e0¹@es~r !¹Vp~r !# , ~10!

⇔DVp~r !5
rp~r !

e0es~r !
2

1

es~r !
¹Vp~r !•¹es~r !, ~11!

wherees(r ) is the static dielectric constant of the respect
material at positionr .37 The first term on the right-hand sid
of Eq. ~11! refers to the true three-dimensional charge d
sity while the second is the contribution of polarization s
face charge densities due to discontinuous dielectric c
stants at heterointerfaces~the singularity of ¹es is
integrable!, usually discussed as image charges.38–40 Nu-
merically, Eq. ~10! needs to be solved on a substantia
larger space region than the band structure equation Eq.~12!,
and using Dirichlet boundary conditions. Otherwise a t
small spatial modulation ofVp(r ) may be obtained.

The piezoelectric potentialVp(r ) essentially scales pro
portionally to the QD size, and for larger dots its influen
on bound particle states dominates over that of immed
C2v symmetry effects from the VFF strain distribution.

IV. EIGHT-BAND k –p MODEL FOR QUANTUM DOTS

The energy levels and wave functions of bound elect
and hole states are calculated in the frame of the eight-b
k•p model. This model was originally developed for an
succesfully applied to the description of electronic states
bulk materials27,41–43 and quantum wells.44 Recently it has
been implemented for numerical calculations of electro
properties of quantum wires45 and QDs.22–25 For details of
the principles of our implementation see Ref. 45. We use
spatial representation of the HamiltonianH and obtain a sys-
tem

H~x,y,z,]x ,]y ,]z ,]xx ,]xy ,]xz ,]yy ,]yz ,]zz!C~x,y,z!

5EC~x,y,z! ~12!

of eight coupled partial differential equations for the eig
complex envelope functions

C5~cs↑ ,cx↑ ,cy↑ ,cz↑ ,cs↓ ,cx↓ ,cy↓ ,cz↓!. ~13!

Our model allows us to treat QDs of arbitrary shape a
material composition, including the effects of strain, piez
electricity, VB mixing, and CB-VB interaction. So far strai
gradient terms¹ r(e i j ) ~Ref. 46! and the strain dependence
the spin-orbit interaction47 have been neglected. Thos
eigensolutions (En ,Cn) of Eq. ~12! that vanish on the
boundary]G of the calculation regionG, i.e., the integrable
of
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ones, are the bound states of charge carriers in the QD.
use the finite differences method we have proposed in R
45 except that the Dirichlet conditioncu]G[0 is not en-
forced, because it either disturbs the convergence of
eigensolver or, otherwise, is~for bound states! fulfilled any-
way. Like for the local pseudopotential method the comp
tational expense is not causally related to the number of
oms in the structure~the grid spacing can be chose
independently, and can be scaled!, so that in this respect i
deserves the predicate ‘‘sublinear,’’48 and it still can be ex-
ecuted on single workstations (433 MHz DECa in our
case!.

The treatment of the thin wetting layer~WL! is difficult
because its thickness usually is represented by a too s
number of voxels. The problem is circumvented by model
the WL as quantum well with graded composition, reprodu
ing the integral indium amount. Two-dimensional~2D! states
confined in the WL but not in the QD appear at higher e
ergies and indicate the end of the zero-dimensional~0D!
spectrum. The effort expended at modeling the WL on
aims to obtain the transition from 0D to 2D states at pla
sible energies. The bound states obtained from our met
are accurate apart from the discretization error~discussed
below!, but the numerical 2D-like states are not realistic a
therefore not included in this paper.

The material parameters we have used are summarize
Table II. We find no numerical requirement45,52 that the
Kane parameters satisfyA8.0, L8,0, M,0, and N8,0
~see Refs. 41,44 for their definition, we note thatA8 in Ref.
44 is equal toA81\2/2m0 in Ref. 41!. Thek•p model, when
applied to small quantum structures, has in principle a f
well-known general drawbacks which have been exami
in detail.48,56The drawbacks are related to the conceptiona
fixed number of Bloch functions~eight in our case! used for
expanding the wave functions, the restriction to the Brillou
zone centerG, the assumption of the same Bloch functio
throughout the entire structure~regardless of material an
strain variations!, the arbitrariness of the matching cond
tions for the envelopes at heterointerfaces~leading to heuris-
tic secular equations for the eigenvalues!. These problems do
not arise in microscopic theories like semiempirical pseu
potential theory48 ~to our knowledge no modeling of cappe
QDs by the tight-binding model was reported!, which poten-
tially have some greater accuracy. However, at present
potential can hardly be exhausted since a large accurac
output requires a large accuracy of input. As will be sho
below, the results of pseudopotential calculations48 are quali-
tatively very similar to those obtained by eight-bandk•p
theory, although they differ substantially from those of on
band effective mass theory. The variance in the numer
data on some material properties makes the advantage
microscopic theories over envelope function theory look u
substantial for the moment. Most important, the eight-ba
k•p method requires much less computational resources

V. BOUND SINGLE PARTICLE STATES

We calculate the electron and hole level energies
wave function probability densities for four different Q
sizes~base widthsb: 10.2 nm, 13.6 nm, 17.0 nm, 20.4 nm!
and two strain models~CM and VFF!. We assume the sam
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TABLE II. Material parameters for 6.5 K used in this work.

Quantity Unit Value for IncGa12cAs Reference

Lattice constant a Å 5.650310.4050c 49
Fundamental gap E0 meV 151821580c1475c2 49
Averaged VB edge50 Ev8 meV 269201231c258c2 45,49
Spin-orbit coupling energy D0 meV 340293c1133c2 51

Optical matrix parameter Ep meV (1.23820.2095c)
12me

me

3E0(E01D0)
3E012D0

52,53

CB effective mass me m0 0.066720.0419c20.00254c2 54
Luttinger parameter g1 1/@(12c)/7.101c/19.7# 51,55
Luttinger parameter g2 1/@(12c)/2.021c/8.4# 51,55
Luttinger parameter g3 1/@(12c)/2.911c/9.3# 51,55
Kane parameter B meV nm2 0 44,45
CB-VB coupling by strain b8 meV 0 44,45
CB hydrostatic def. pot. ac meV 2801312933c 54
gap hydrostatic def. pot. ag meV 2823312153c 54
VB shear def. pot.@100# bv meV 21824124c 51
VB shear def. pot.@111# dv meV 2506211462c 51
Elastic compliance C11 GPa 118.8235.5c 51,55
Elastic compliance C12 GPa 53.828.5c 51,55
Elastic compliance C44 GPa 59.4219.8c 51,55
Static dielectric constant es 13.1811.42c 54
Piezoelectric modulus e14 C m22 0.16020.115c 54
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FIG. 4. Electron and hole energies in pyramidal InAs/Ga
QDs for different sizes, calculated using two different linear stra
models. The dashed lines connect levels having the same w
function symmetry, labeled by the appropriate ‘‘quantum numbe
~see text for their explanation!. Energy levels in the shaded region
are omitted.
InAs/GaAs band alignment as used by us in Ref. 45 wh
the offset in the unstrained bulk VBG8 is 186 meV~referred
to as lineup ‘‘A,’’ DEc /DEg50.83). This offset differs from
the one previously used by us in Ref. 16.

A. Results for strain according to the CM model

Figure 4 shows the energy levels for the strain distrib
tions obtained by the CM model~black diamonds!. The WL
ground-state levels shown here are taken from Ref. 16
agreement with experimentally observed transition energ
and are assumed to be independent from the QD size.
‘‘quantum numbers’’ are based on a depictive terminology
graphically describe the shape of the probability density, a
refer to the tangential planes of the probability-density no
surfaces in the order@110#,@11̄0#,@001# ~see Fig. 5!. We
emphasize that these are not true quantum numbers: N
surfaces exist at most for single envelopes and usually h
different orientations for thep-type envelopesux&, uy&, and
uz& ~see Fig. 6!. The probability density distributions ob
tained by~weighted! summation over all envelope contribu
tions have no nodal surface anymore, hence the states
sess no well-defined parity.

ve
’’

FIG. 5. Tangential planes of the probability-density nodal s
faces used to label bound states.
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FIG. 6. ~Color.! Decomposition of the ground-state wave functions into their constituing single envelopes (b513.6 nm!. The numbers
denote the integral probability of the respective envelopes after summation over both spins. The electron ground state is mainly re
by s-type Bloch functions while the hole ground state is almost completely described byp-type Bloch functions.

FIG. 7. ~Color.! Probability density isosurfaces (p565%) of ~a! the electron and~b! the hole states forb520.4 nm, the strain calculate
using the CM model.~c! Hole states forb513.6 nm and strain calculated using the VFF model. The large shape differences between~b! and
~c! are mainly due to the different dot sizes and not due to the strain modeling.~d! Hole ground state forb513.6 nm from an effective mas
calculation using the same strain distribution as in~c!. The ‘‘quantum numbers’’ graphically describe the wave-function shapes

originally count the nodal surfaces tangential to (110), (110̄), and (001), respectively~see text and Fig. 5!.
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Due to the piezoelectric field the main directions of e
tension of the wave functions are@110# for electrons@see
Fig. 7~a!# and @11̄0# for holes @see Figs. 7~b! and 7~c!#,
while @ i j 1# only occurs in high energy states in large QD
@see electron stateu001& in Fig. 7~a!#.

1. Electron levels (CM)

For QDs withb<10 nm we find at most one bound ele
tron state while forb520 nm there are as many as 12. T
prediction of ~several! excited electron states in QDs wit
b.13 nm is the most important—though not the only
improvement over previous effective mass calculation16

The ground state is alwayss-like ~see also Fig. 6!, and its
shape is slighty elongated along@110#. The first and second
excited,p-like, statesu100& and u010& form a nondegenerat
pair, the energy separation between them is approxima
proportional tob, in agreement with the proportionality be
tween the piezoelectric potential andb ~see above!. The
separation between the average energy of thep-like states
and thes-like state decreases as the dot size increases.
find no intermixing with WL states, i.e., bound electron wa
functions do not extend into the WL.

In Ref. 24 the size dependence of the electron states
also investigated using the CM model and eight-bandk•p
theory, however, finding at most four levels for each si
The reported separations between the averagep-state energy
and thes-state or the third excited state agree well with F
4, while the separation between thep states is much less tha
here. In Ref. 21 electron levels were calculated using C
and strain dependent effective masses but neglecting s
strain. These results differ significantly from ours: We find
different sequence of the wave functions and different le
separations.

2. Hole levels (CM)

The holes are generally confined to the bottom of
pyramid and do not reach the tip, see Figs. 7~b! and 7~c!.
Their shapes depend strongly on the QD size, as can be
by comparing Fig. 7~b! (b520.4 nm! and Fig. 7~c! (b
513.6 nm, the VFF-based wave functions shown here
facilitate the comparison with a number of works by oth
authors look very similar to the CM-based ones!. The wave
functions of excited hole states extend somewhat into
WL. In contrast to an effective mass calculation using
same strain distribution@see Fig. 7~d!# the ground-state wave
functions are pronouncedly elongated along@11̄0# @see Fig.
7~c!#, and also the excited states in the present approach
very different from previous effective mass results16 with
respect to both the wave-function shapes and the level s
rations. In agreement with Ref. 16, in large QDs the grou
state wave functions are asymptotically torn into two@see
Fig. 7~b!#, becoming almost degenerate with the first exci
level ~see Fig. 4, symmetry breaking!.

In Fig. 4 higher excited hole levels forb.16 nm are
omitted. The dependence of the ground-state energy on
dot size is weaker than for electrons, due to the ‘‘larg
mass’’. The energetic splitting between the first and sec
excited states (u010& and u020&) is comparable to that of the
electrons (u100& andu010&) but not strictly proportional tob
anymore, and both states are notp-like either. This empha-
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sizes that 0D holes behave less classically than electrons
cause of their greater sensitivity to quantum confinemen

In Ref. 24 the first excited hole level shows a differe
dependence on the dot size. The tendency towards asy
totical degeneracy with the ground state is much wea
while the energy separation between the first and second
cited states forb>10 nm is considerably size dependent. T
latter, more classical behavior is surprising in view of t
stronger localization reported.

B. Impact of input values

Comparison of results based on different theoretical
proaches is hindered by the fact that additionally the mate
parameters used as input to the calculations partly differ
order to compare our following results obtained from t
VFF model with those of other authors we therefore exam
first the influence of variations of the input parameters l
the InAs/GaAs band offsets and numerical procedures on
calculated energy levels. Table IV shows some results.

1. Discretization error

The material parameters from Table II are used in set
and 2 of Table IV. In set 2 the finite differences voxel size
the lattice constant, as throughout this work. Set 1 is ca
lated on a twice as fine grid~8 times more voxels!. By com-
paring the two, the discretization error of the level energ
can be estimated to be<10 meV. Since electron and hol
energies shift in the same direction, the error in transit
energies is much less.

2. Different material parameters

Set 7 is very similar to the input data from Ref. 23, a
sets 3–6 show the transition from set 2 to set 7~subsequent
sets include the changes of previous ones!. In set 3 the pi-
ezoelectricity is turned off. In set 4 the band alignment
changed: The alignment A used in the present work is ba
on ~still somewhat unsatisfactory! experimental evidence.49

Another frequently assumed alignment was calculated
Ref. 50 ~we call it lineup ‘‘B’’ ! where theG8 offset is 264
meV (DEc /DEg50.76). In sets 5 and 6 the optical matr
parameter and the deformation potentials are changed
spectively, and set 7 approximately accounts for the differ
strain distribution found in Refs. 20 and 23.

The resulting ground-state energy levels are plotted
Fig. 8. The piezoelectricity has little influence on the groun
states energies, but this must not distract from its importa
for the excited states wave functions and the related opt
properties like oscillator strengths and anisotropies, as
cussed below. The band alignment has little influence on
transition energy. The scaling of strain has little influence
the hole ground-state energy, becauseuavu!uacu for InAs.
For smaller optical matrix parametersEp the transition en-
ergy increases which is mainly due to the related effect
decrease of the bulk conduction band mass, the holes
much less affected~see Fig. 8!.

3. InAs/GaAs band offsets

Obviously, the most important parameter for the ene
level positions of electrons and holes with respect to
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GaAs barrier is the heterojunction band lineup. Unfor
nately, this is also the least accurately known parameter
the case that lineup B were closer to reality than lineup A
QDs with b>13 nm the electron ground-state energ
would shift upwards by'70 meV, but the increase of kineti
energy of the holes is approximately equal to the decreas
that of the electrons. Thus the ground-state transition e
gies would increase by less than 15 meV. Some bound e
tron states would disappear for large dots as compared to
results of Fig. 4, and some new bound hole states wo
appear. The relation between the localization energies of
electron and hole ground states would become almost
verted~see Fig. 8!.

FIG. 8. Ground-state energies forb513.6 nm and different
strain models and material parameters which are listed in Table
and IV. The dotted lines are guides to the eye.
-
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C. Results for strain according to the VFF model

Figure 4 also shows the energy levels for the strain dis
butions obtained by the VFF model~gray disks!.

1. Difference between CM and VFF

Table III shows the ground-state energies of electrons
holes and the transition energies for the cases that the s
distribution is calculated using CM, VFF, and CM@C44

VFF#.
The differences between CM@C44

VFF# and CM are signifi-
cantly larger than between CM@C44

VFF# and VFF, indicating
that the major part of the difference between CM and VFF
due to the incorrect value ofC44 in the VFF model and not
due to its atomistic character. We therefore conclude that
CM model gives a description closer to reality than the~lin-
earized! VFF model. This holds the better the larger the Q
are.

2. Electron levels (VFF)

The electron levels are almost rigidly shifted by217
meV as compared to the CM calculation. This is in perfe

TABLE III. Ground-state energies~meV! of electrons and holes
and the transition energy in an InAs pyramid (b513.6 nm! calcu-
lated for three different strain models.

CM CM@C44
VFF# VFF

E000
e 1292.9 1282.4 1274.5

E000
h 166.5 173.1 176.2

DE 1126.4 1109.2 1098.4

III
rgies of
and
TABLE IV. Influence of variation of material parameters and of the discretization error on the calculated ground-state ene
electrons (E000

e ) and holes (E000
h ). The energy values~meV! refer to the VB edge of unstrained GaAs. The QD base width is 13.6 nm

the strain was calculated by the VFF model.

Values for Values for
Set Changed parameters Unit GaAs InAs E000

h E000
e DE

1 like no. 2, except 172.3 1269.4 1097
voxel size half lattice constant

2 reference set 176.2 1274.5 1098
3 Like no. 2, except 170.8 1272.5 1102

e14 Cm22 0.16→0 0.045→0

4 Like no. 3, except 237.3 1335.8 1099
Ev8 meV 26747→26670

5 Like no. 4, except 235.7 1345.7 1110
Ep eV 28.0→22.71 22.2→20.2

6 Like no. 5, except 228.9 1343.5 1115
ac meV 28013→27170
ag meV 28233→28330
bv meV 21824→21600
dv meV 25062→24230 23600→23100

7 Like no. 6, except 223.4 1307.2 1084
strain (e i j ) reduced by 10 %
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agreement with the finding that CM and VFF applied to t
QDs studied here produce effective electron confinement
tentials differing by 20 meV.34

To facilitate the comparison with the results from Refs.
and 23 we note that these papers assumed band lineu
Taking into account the different material parameters~set 7
in Table IV! and the discretization error, we find an extrap
lated ground-state energy 22 meV below those from Refs
and 23. We conclude that the differences between Fig. 4
the quoted results are mainly due to different input valu
Within 25 meV the results from Fig. 4~using band lineup A!
also agree with empirical pseudopotential calculation48

where the electron levels are slightly deeper confined tha
our calculation. The reported separation between the elec
u100& andu010& levels is 27 meV, i.e., three times larger th
ours, however.

3. Hole levels (VFF)

The hole levels are in average 11 meV stronger locali
than according to the CM calculation, otherwise no sign
cant difference is observed. Repeating the above cons
ation we find agreement within 20 meV with the groun
state energies from Ref. 20, calculated by a four-bandk•p
model~a similar agreement between the four-band and eig
band models was observed in Ref. 24!. We find different
separations between excited hole levels, however.

The ground-state localization energy reported in Ref.
for b511.3 nm is about 140 meV larger than according
Fig. 4. This points to a significantly different confineme
potential used there, because we calculate the kinetic en
of the hole~electron! ground state to be only 64 meV (13
meV!. In view of the acceptable agreement with our calc
lation regarding the electron levels such a difference se
counterintuitive.

VI. BOUND TWO-PARTICLE STATES

A. Exciton binding energies

Now the exciton ground-state binding energy as a fu
tion of the QD size for strain according to CM is calculat
~VFF yields the same results!. We use the Hartree approx
mation, i.e., a separable exciton wave function is assum
and the single electron and hole states,Ce and Ch , are
determined self-consistently:

@H1Ve#Ch5ẼhCh , @H1Vh#Ce5ẼeCe, ~14!

2euCeu25e0¹~es¹Ve! , euChu25e0¹~es¹Vh!,
~15!

whereH is the empty dot Hamiltonian from Eq.~12!. Equa-
tion 15 includes the effect of image charges like Eq.~10!. If
Ee andEh denote the respective eigenvalues ofH, then the
exciton binding energy is

EX5~Ee2Eh!2~Ẽe2Ẽh!

2~^ChuVeuCh&2^CeuVhuCe&!/2. ~16!
o-
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The resulting energiesEX are listed in Table V. We find a
monotonic dependence on the QD size, as expected.
nonmonotonicity reported in Ref. 25 is erroneous.

B. Electron ground-state Coulomb charging energy

The two-electron ground state is obtained in a simi
manner, namely by solving

@H1Ve#Ce5ẼeCe, 2euCeu25e0¹~es¹Ve!, ~17!

again including image charge effects. IfEe is the respective
eigenvalue ofH, the electron ground-state Coulomb chargi
energy isECoul

e 5Ẽe2Ee. The resulting energiesECoul
e are

also listed in Table V. Again we find an expected monoto
behavior.

VII. OPTICAL PROPERTIES

A detailed modeling of the optical properties of QDs an
moreover, self-organized QD ensembles is an intricate pr
lem, even when restricted to the linear range. This is ma
due to two reasons:

~1! The population of an individual QD with charge ca
riers at sufficiently low temperatures is independent of t
of others. No position independent Fermi level exists a
rate equations with average level populations are incorr
In general an ensemble of QDs has to be treated as a larg
of microstates whose possible transitions are modeled
master equations.57

~2! The energy levels and particle wave functions in a Q
depend on the population. Apart from spin effects, the C
lomb interaction alters the energy level structure in a n
trivial way. This actually requires to calculate true man
body states for all possible populations of the dot. O
possibility to do so is to work out substantially simplifie
fully analytical models~for excitons, see Refs. 58 and 59, fo
many-electron states see Refs. 60–64!, another one is to per
form self-consistent, mostly numerical calculations~Ref. 21
or this work!.

The ansatz for arbitrary, realistic geometries, material a
strain distributions we propose here is mostly designed
applications in the frame of QD laser research based on II
compounds. For an ideal QD laser, homogeneous ensem
of QDs are desirable, with possibly few energy levels in t
dots, which~at appropriate injection! support lasing mostly

TABLE V. Size ~b! dependence of the electron ground-sta
Coulomb charging energy (ECoul

e ), the exciton ground-state bindin
energy (EX), and of the polarization anisotropy indexp for hypo-
thetical direct recombination~direct! and excitonic recombination
~exciton!. p is defined by Eq.~22!.

b ECoul
e EX p p

~nm! ~meV! ~meV! ~direct! ~exciton!

10.2 24.8 26.1 0.056 0.052
13.6 24.3 21.7 0.098 0.089
17.0 20.7 15.6 0.18 0.15
20.4 17.8 11.0 0.26 0.16
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or only on the biexciton ground state. Such dots must
sufficiently small so that confinement effects are domina
electron levels are widely separated, excitons are wea
correlated,58 and Coulomb interaction can be treated as
correction of the kinetic quantization effects.65 Therefore we
restrict ourselves to calculate the exciton and two-elect
ground states within the Hartree approximation, where
change and correlation interactions are discarded. Cor
tions for biexciton states are of the order of 2 meV.66 The
electron term scheme governs the main structure of the
combination spectra while the less widely separated hole
els contribute to the fine structure.

We model the linear absorption spectra of single QD
which to a certain degree can be measured by photolumi
cence excitation,67 calorimetric absorption,1 and transmission
spectroscopy.68 Within the dipole approximation the linea
absorption coefficient of the QD is proportional to27,53

I ab5
pe2\2

e0m0
2

2

V
uê•pabu25

2pe2

e0V UêK aU]H

]k UbL U2

, ~18!

whereê is the direction unit vector of the electric field of th
linearly polarized incident light,V is the QD volume,H is
the QD Hamiltonian from Eq.~12!, k is the wave-number
operator,pab is the momentum matrix element of the tran
tion from stateua& into stateub&, e is the electron charge
m0 the free electron mass, ande0 the vacuum permittivity
constant. Inserting the envelope functions into Eq.~18! is
equivalent to considering the central cell part ofpab only
while neglecting the envelope part,23,53a commonly accepted
measure. We note that Eq.~18! provides the full treatment o
the structural,k-, and strain dependence ofp, i.e., the infor-
mation on the QD is not only stored inua& and ub&.

Since spin-orbit coupling is neglected, and due to the
sence of magnetic fields, all energy levels in the QD are s
degenerate: IfC1 according to Eq.~13! is an eigenvector to
Eq. ~12! then

C25S 04 214

14 04
D C̄1, ^C1uC2&50 ~19!

is also an eigenvector (04 and 14 are the 434 zero and
identity matrix, respectively, andC̄1 is the complex conju-
gate ofC1). This is not the Kramers symmetry and also tr
for BÞ0 ~Kane parameter! in Table II. The momentum ma
trix elements for nonexcitonic transitions are obtained
incoherent averaging over the degenerate eigenspacesa and
b, giving

uê•pabu25 1
4 ~ uê•pa1b1

u21uê•pa2b1
u21uê•pa1b2

u2

1uê•pa2b2
u2!, ~20!

whereua1& andua2& (ub1& andub2&) satisfy Eq.~19!. On the
level of simplification persued here, the exciton recombi
tion is modeled the same way, just using self-consist
statesua& and ub& according to Eq.~14! instead. At self-
consistency the eigenspacesa andb are not orthogonal any
more since they belong to two Hamiltonians differing in th
confinement potential parts. However, forI ab this does not
matter since]H/]k is not altered by changing electrostat
e
t,
ly
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n
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potentials. The oscillator strength obtained this way is
lower bound for the true excitonic oscillator strength, sin
the actual two-particle character of the exciton69 was lost by
making the ansatz of a separable exciton wave funct
However, we expect correct modeling of the reduction of
optical anisotropy due to exciton formation.

A. Electron-hole transitions

Figure 9 shows the linear absorption spectra for the in
action of QDs withêuu@100# polarized light, dependent on
the dot size and the strain model. The dimensionless osc
tor strength

I 5
2

m0Ep
InAs

uê•pabu2 ~21!

refers to the bulk optical matrix parameterEp of the QD
material InAs and is the eight-bandk•p analogon to the
overlap integral̂ caucb& in the effective mass approxima
tion. All corrections due to excitonic effects are neglected
this plot, and the transitions have been broadened artifici
by Gaussians with 10 meV FWHM. Since at least for t

FIG. 9. Linear absorption spectra~electron-hole transitions, no
excitonic correction! of InAs pyramid QDs of different sizesb for
linearly @100# polarized light, calculated for strain distributions a
cording to the CM~black! and VFF~gray! models. The arrows with
‘‘quantum numbers’’ refer to the black curve~CM! and indicate the
strongest contributing transitions. The oscillator strengthI is given
by Eq. ~21!. The absorption lines are artificial Gaussians with
meV FWHM. The seemingly missing transitions forb520.4 nm at
energies above 1200 meV have not been calculated.
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FIG. 10. ~Color.! Oscillator strengthI according to Eq.~21! as function of the direction ofê (E field of light! for the electron-hole
ground-state transition with and without excitonic~Coulomb! correction, calculated forb517.0 nm using strain according to the CM mode
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largest dots not all hole levels were calculated, the spe
for b>17.0 nm are incomplete at high energies.

The spectra exhibit a large number of lines which mai
reflect the presence of several excited electron states.
assignment of the absorption lines to the respective tra
tions is also shown in Fig. 9. Some electron states yiel
significant oscillator strengthI with more than one hole stat
so that they contribute to more than one line. On the ot
hand, one line can be composed of several transitions
particular when the inhomogeneous broadening beco
>20 meV as it is in actual experiments. A significant d
crease ofI for the ground-states transition with increasi
dot size is found. This is due to the piezoelectrically induc
symmetry breaking of the hole ground state which redu
the overlap with the electron. For large dots the transit
resembles a type II heterostructure.

B. Polarization anisotropy

Figure 10 shows the dependence ofI on the direction ofê
according to Eq.~21! for the electron-hole ground-state
transition forb517 nm. There is a very strong anisotrop
between the@001# and @xy0# polarization directions, and a
weaker anisotropy between@110# and @11̄0#. The latter re-
flects theC2v symmetry of the single particle wave function
and is reduced by the Coulomb interaction between elec
and hole. Therefore, excitonic transitions are expected to
less anisotropic than the inexisting recombination of ‘‘fre
electrons and holes. The polarization anisotropy between

@110# and @11̄0# directions,

p5
I [11̄0]2I [110]

I [11̄0]1I [110]

, ~22!

of the ground-state transition is displayed in Table V for bo
cases, direct and excitonic recombination, and as functio
the dot sizeb ~strain according to CM!. p increases withb
and so does its reduction due to Coulomb interaction. Fig
ra
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11 showsp for all transitions in case of direct recombinatio
dependent on the dot size and the strain model. Both st
models yield the same trends. The interaction with@001#
polarized light is so much weaker for all transitions that t
@100#/@001# anisotropy index is almost constantly 1.

FIG. 11. Polarization anisotropy of the linear absorpti
~electron-hole transitions, no excitonic correction! between the

@110# and@11̄0# directions for InAs pyramid QDs of different size
b, calculated for strain distributions according to the CM~black!
and VFF ~gray! models. The seemingly missing transitions forb
520.4 nm at energies above 1200 meV have not been calcula
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C. Electron-electron transitions

Transitions between electron levels are generally less
tense and exhibit a stronger anisotropy than electron-h
transitions. Both are consequences of the strict dominanc
the s-type Bloch parts in the electron wave functions~see
Fig. 6!.

The linear~far-infrared, FIR! absorption spectra for@100#
polarization due to electron-electron transitions are show
Fig. 12, dependent on the dot size and the strain model.
13 shows the corresponding polarization anisotropies
tween the@110# and @11̄0#, and between the@100# and
@001# directions. There is considerable interaction with lig
polarized in the substrate plane (001) which is a comple
different situation from that in quantum wells. Thus infrar
light detectors for perpendicular incidence of light are p
sible using QDs.

The assignment of the absorption lines to the transition
also shown in Fig. 12. The majority of the excited electr
states is involved in allowed FIR optical transitions. T
maximum of the FIR absorption shifts slightly to lower e
ergies and becomes significantly stronger as the dot size
creases, due to an increasing number of allowed transiti

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have systematically investigated the electronic a
linear optical properties of capped quantum dots in the fra

FIG. 12. Linear absorption spectra~electron-electron transitions!
of InAs pyramid QDs of different sizesb for linearly @100# polar-
ized light, calculated for strain distributions according to the C
~black! and VFF~gray! models. The arrows with ‘‘quantum num
bers’’ refer to the black curve~CM! and indicate the strongest con
tributing transitions. The oscillator strengthI is given by Eq.~21!.
The absorption lines are artificial Gaussians with 10 meV FWH
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of the eight-bandk•p model including piezoelectric effects
Numerical results for the model system of InAs quantu
pyramids in GaAs~001! with $101% facets were presented
For four different dot sizes~base widths between 10 nm an
20 nm! we have calculated the bound electron and hole l
els, the dipole transition energies, oscillator strengths,
polarization anisotropies, as well as the exciton ground-s
binding energy and the electron ground-state Coulo
charging energy.

For the first time, a comparison of these properties for t
different strain models was made, in order to examine
influence of the strain modeling on the resulting band str
ture and optical properties. We have worked out and co
pared the continuum elasticity theory and the valence fo
field model~Keating! in the linearized version~Kane!. Con-
tinuum elasticity theory results are argued to come close
reality. The two models yield slightly different strain distr
butions, which lead to slightly different level and transitio
energies, differences in the polarization and oscilla
strengths of excited state transitions, and different spectra
electron-electron transitions. There is agreement, howe
regarding the wave function shapes, the size dependenc
the overall energy level structure, and the Coulomb charg
and exciton binding energies.

The optical properties of such quantum dots are stron
influenced by the piezoelectric effect. We predict a p

.

FIG. 13. Polarization anisotropy of the linear absorpti

~electron-electron transitions! between the @110#/@11̄0# and
@100#/@001# directions, respectively, for different sizesb, calcu-
lated for strain distributions according to the CM~black! and VFF
~gray! models. Forb513.6 nm andb517.0 nm essentially (I 100

2I 001)/(I 1001I 001)51 over the entire energy range.
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nounced polarization anisotropy between the@110# and

@11̄0# E-field directions and a decrease of the ground-s
transition intensity with increasing dot size. The assignm
of the transitions contributing to absorption lines is par
complex. Far-infrared absorption occurs mainly for light p
larized in the substrate plane (001), in contrast to the cas
quantum wells, and involves most of the present elect
states.
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